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10.30 Welcome
10.45 Opening talk - Prof Steven Spoel, University of Edinburgh
11.30 Icebreaker group activity
13:30 Talk & tutorials - Prof George Bassel, University of Warwick 
‘Topological Analysis of Multicellular Dynamics’ 
15:30 Social - team quiz

10:30 Welcome 
10:40 Talk & tutorials - Dr Ed Turner, University of Cambridge  
‘Good crop, bad crop? Increasing sustainability of Oil Palm’
13:30 Workshops
14:40 Next Steps
15:30 Ask a PhD student
 

CAREERS PANEL

* The programme is a draft and can be subject to changes

eGPSSS21 will be  a great opportunity to see where a 
career  in plants can take you. 

Join a network of plant science 
professionals, PhD students 
and GPSSS alumni.
 
        @GatbyPlantScEd

The Gatsby Plant Science Summer School is organised by the  Gatsby  Plant Science Education Programme (GPSEP)  and funded by the The Gatsby Charitable Foundation

10:30 Welcome
10.40 Talk & tutorials - Prof Gwyneth Ingram, ENS Lyon  
‘Three in the bed: coordinating early seed development’
13:30 Workshops
14:40 Facilitated networking and activities
15:30 Social - kitchen party

10:30 Welcome
10:40 Careers panel with Q&A
13:30 Facilitated networking
14:40 Closing talk - Dr Eirini Kaiserli - University of Glasgow
15:15 Closing remarks

WORKSHOPS
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DAY 1
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DAY 4
 THURSDAY 

1 JULY
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DAY 3
 WEDNESDAY 

30 JUNE

A choice of two interactive workshop sessions led 
by prominent experts within the �eld of plant biology

             Cell biology: seeing the invisible              
Pathology: disease detectives 

                   Taxonomy: identity challenge                    
      Development: building a plant     

Meet 8 plant science professionals from di�erent 
backgrounds, job roles and careers stages to �nd out more 
about what the sector can o�er you, and how to get there

NEXT STEPS
Meet 4 current and recently �nished PhD students to 

learn about what it means to be a postgraduate, 
covering everything from funding to theses




